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lnstructions
o Use black ink or ball-point pen.
o Fill in the boxes at the top of this page with your name,

centre number and candidate number.
o Answer all questions.
I Answer the questions in the spaces provided

- there moy be more space than you need.
o You must show allyour working.

' Diagrams are Nor accurately drawn, unless otherwise indicated.o Calculators may be used.
o lf your calculator does not have a rz button, take the value of n to be

3.142 unless the question instructs otherwise.

lnformation
o The total mark for this paper is g0
o The marks for each question are shown in brackets

- use this as a guide as to how much time to spend on each question.

Advice
o Read each question carefully before you start to answer it.o Keep an eye on the time.
a Try to answer every question.
o Check your answers if you have time at the end.
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Answer ALL questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

1 (a) Simplify m3 x tna

t

rr1
JX\

(b) Simplify (5np')'

32a'ra
(c1 Simplily -;t,+qr

(,, 'K or t"-:
{_.

{2}

. (Total for Question 1 is 5 marks)
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2 (a) Find the lowest common multiple (LCM) of 40 and 56
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A:23x3x5 B:22x3x52

(b) Write down rhe highest common factor (HCF) of A and B.

B
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3 The line L is shown on the grid.

yO
^-l

-,)

--3
"*-4

*-6

-.7

Find an equation for L.

s: 3=* 6
Gqld {qt Que$qt'" I iq" l-!"prhq) - -*_
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Raya buys a van for f8500 plus VAT at20yo

Raya pays a deposit for the van.
She then pays the rest of the cost in 12 equalpayments of f531 .25 eachmonth.

Find the ratio of the deposit Raya pays to the total of the 12 equal payments.
Give your answer in its simplest form.
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5 (a) Complete the table of values for y : x2 - x - 6

i.J I

(b) On the grid, draw the graph of l, : x2 - x - 6 for values of x from -3 to 3

ry''!ry54'ir,q
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(c) Use your graph to find estimates of the solutions to the equation x2 - x - 6: -2.

Z'6- {anq{ -\'6
rt]

Gstal rqtSgetti-o+ 5'€,f n*rt_q)

6 A force of 70 newons acts on an area of 20 cm2

The force is increased by l0 newtons.
The area is increased by l0crn2

Helen says,

"The pressure decreases by less than 20o/o,,

Is Helen correct?
You must show how you get your answer.

O r&i,,.+\ €rqs-sL,r€ :

,\ tr1i ai^t,Vt** , CrLssL/r<-

force
pressure
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1

Enlarge shape A by scale factor : centre (0, l)

(Total for Question 7 is 2 marks)
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60 people were asked if they prefer to go on holiday in Britain or in Spain or in Italy.
38 of the people were male.
1l of the 32 people who said Britain were female.
8 males said Italy.
12 people said Spain.

One of the females is chosen at random.

What is the probability that this female said Spain?

3
2L

n!-tIp*rkq)

Br.'to.t-- SP*- \e-t)
$.4o,ie 7[ 1 a 3A
F**o\* rt 3 a Z2:
Tsb*\ 3L l2- {6 $o
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9 Jean invests f 12 000 in an account paying compound interest for 2 years.

In the first year the rate of interest is xo/a

At the end of the first year the value of Jean's investment is f,12336

In the second year the rate ofinterest it lN
2

What is the value of Jean's investment at the end of 2 years?

\Laoe*e=\Z<36
3 :. (-e 2-R

.'" o<- : 2*B -tr*

_3=
:

?
\- Lf *{ 

4 I g<e,*

\ ?:336 >< [* C [Lr € k !z:s:a 8'1G

f 1iZ Sa€'-ao
(Total for Question 9 is 4 marks)
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10 The vector a and the vector b are shown on the grid.

o

(a) On the grid, draw

(b) Work out a + 2b

and label vector -2a

as a column vector.

a +-LV z( 3 -o

-^ = ,,. :Lf I

--o t*t -rq-r _Q "sI!q t1 -0.*- I uarl.!)
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11 fand g are functions such that

2
f@): j and g(x): 4x3

(a) Find f(-s)

€(- s) =

A<

(b) Find fg(1)

3 c'\

_\---
a

{3.}

(Total for Question 11 is 3 marks)
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Graph A Graph B

Graph C Graph D

The graphs of y against x represent four different types of proportionality.

Match each type of proportionality in the table to the corect graph.

Type of
proportionality

il \\

*;
t+,\

srfrpt 1-z iq ?--p+_rh)

l3
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13

A, B, C and D are points on the circumference of a circle, centre O.
FDE rs a tangent to the circle.

(a) Showthat y-x:90
You must give a reason for each stage of your working.

l--+,

,t'., \ (--\

u:)

L-f bK = e \<-g ( e,.tbern':dre s<3 n
f,t1eor<,rn )

o.3t-a- L<b^J etu'1 ttt^3e'^S
a/-A (-aA.-' 5 = t\ ** )

qo *.s<

flo-.Fd--Y= [&o
r(^-+<-:::) \..>

b -i<-
Dylan was asked to give some possible values for x and y.

t Fa'} -ao
@ fflrt v 

-\ts!
,fti f r<<1.-tires{ )

He said,
'.y could be 200 and x could be 110, because 200 - ll0 : 90"

(b) Is Dylan correct?
You must give a reason for your answer.

r {l\
Aaa\ra.J e,F a

t* \R€,'(s=**
L<-s s {$.}

btal for Ouestion 13 is 4 marks
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14 The distance-tirne graph shows information about paft of a car journey.

Distance travelled
(metres)

Time (seconds) 5
use the graphto estimate the speed of the c^r attime 5 seconds.

150

140

120

100

Sfiee,C: €+ {2--8.*u.S-\
.->

\\-) . <?

_ Ggl+.LtqfQJgrtlon 14 is 3 marks)
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15 A darts team is going to play a rnatch on Saturday and on Sunday.
The probability that the team will win on Saturday is 0.45

If they win on Saturday, the probability that they will win on Sunday is 0.67
If they do not win on Saturday, the probability that they will win on Sunday is 0.35

(a) Complete the probability tree diagram.

Saturday Sunday

win

not win

>b

,. *f

(b) Find the probability that the team will win exactly one of the fwo matches.

O*1-< N'@"33, +O 'S-S>((3'35-

= a'- 3tt:\

Q '3-L+-- \
\*l

-(kkl tqr qrs$roJl"l 5-,ij-ruSs)
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16 (a) On the grid, draw the graph of x2 + yz : 12.25

\y1 \ r

(b) Hence find estimates for the solutions of the simultaneous equations

xt+y':12.25
2x+y:1

{:$ s

"*_ gqlel tefQegltg+ l{ iq 5 marks)

--", 1<g- -->-\.<-
u -.-i

-t{--

l,..trL^*-.- t-3 = r-)

r Jk{c\ .h_ a- {} ii .yJ * \
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-
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i
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17 The histogram shows inforrnation about the times taken by sorne students to finish a puzzle.

Frequency
density

o ,,,,{s 20 30 t,]

lr _ Time taken (r minutes)

,i_G
(a) Complete the fiequency table for this information.

N
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$
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Time tahen (l minutes) Frequency

0</<5 4

5</< l5 "f-"

15 < / < 25

25<r<30 ')

I :o</<50
J



(b) Find an estimate for the lower quartile of the times taken to finish the puzzle.

j-q -- z:::- = dEl'\ r7eL,.^e-
L-t4

14-tf *rb €nfe^^<t-'

rS' IQ

Ia minutes
JT\

uestion l7 is 4 marks
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18 ABCDEFGH is a cuboid.

AB:7.3cm
CH:8.Icm
Angle BCA:48

Find the size of the angle betwe en AH and the plane ABCD.
Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

t .[ cr"a

1' 3 "'"

rl-'),\/ -+-{.^-'a.-{-rle,J)I \-4 v -,Jt
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2
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\
A .5q.ZTIr ]q' ? C^. <=s o
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19 Shape S is one quarter of a solid sphere, centre O.

The volume of S is 576x cm3

Find the surface area of S.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.
You must show your working.

A
Volume of sphere : - Tri

3

Surface area ofsphere :4Tr2

- 2rffi 4=_ 
*T 

?*'i=r +-t+t{-

= 2-Rtfi-
= a<) t '-:7 a,

<-:i."';' €-\tr 5 ..cfn2

CuX'w<,A St*JS>'*s- €-

Sr- fue cwz€o' e

':z/ n

(Tqel rqr Qgeql,iqp lp il i rySJ 91*

Nq\\\r)\n Y/\_y
Shape S

l3
::,= rE-#rt43

3
i*

A r*-* A

fue-* K

= < -f L--r-

- 
j 

r. 1-1 {}( * lJ lz-d

E * t+-rr:6^=
t-14

t_
\-r'- >t {l 'l-

: tLr?"F:
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20 Martin did this question.

14
Rationalise the denominator of ---- -2+,J3

Here is how he answered the question.

I4 14 x (2 -",61
,;T3 - AlTxt:6

= 4_zjj
Martin's answer is wrong.

(a) Find Martin's mistake.

5fa.*'.^(C. b*
qs €-

3 -+: ?
/n<J \- 'T ->

.fg

Sian did this question.

Rationalise tlre denor 5
ninator of Ji

Here is how she answered the question.

5 s,lrt J r:- -*
:-

t-G
z "[si3Jn- .,li"Ji

l2

:5Jt
4

Sian's answer is wrong.

(b) Find Sian's mistake.

3=€

{t}

(Total for Question 20 is 2 marks)

28 - 14Jt
4+2.,13-2
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Jackson is trying to tind the density, in glcm3, of a block of wood.
The block of wood is in the shape of a cuboid.

He measures

the length as 13.2cm, correct to the nearest mm
the width as l6.0cm, correct to the nearest mm
the height as 21 .7 cm, correct to the nearest mm

He measures the mass as 1970 g, correct to the nearest 5 g.

By considering bounds, work out the density of the wood.
Give your answer to a suitable degree of accuracy.

-:L tq61..*;.\ {- at'6:s-
\-. rna?_.s \ {'r ?-t'l:s-

_" l_
Jt?'

ll32t*'^- \ *.
[ 6. (} t*\t<* -=- 

L

?* t*1 .ry.t"^ \ -

You must show all your working and give a reason for your final answer.

Ia-2;.-"5=-

O ' ?3 V:3S

L*€.*-r'-.r ae^s\ =
\i *1 6-'1-S

l|-Z-3* >c\ 6 'G -S r*' 2-t '='g

6"s-?= s:$-7

K " LL. rcurnd -C.a e-t*3 e* Z*AP

* """"__ _ (lqtelf_org:sstier ?t is 5. +gr\'..)_, . ....".._

r3"t<
1 3 '2-:S

r s-o!v.
\6.@<.

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS 80 MARKS
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